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·tb~ 4uthoZ's tlish to e.ckt'W\'lleqtS'itbe ~i;)nt,d.bQU.o1\(')f 1>lrOitiUUIOt'
(U)
bancts to tbE Htert4tur~ QU tbe- beb-av1():, of st:f"~tt:n...l COMfH:t:tOi1$.
Rathel' t'beu.l escaping the. uo~1.c.e of tbe ~:u~;b~l's his wo..k pr0vihiec1 a
(IS)
valuable hasie fot ~beaDQlyttcal~rk f?3t'tl~ otl slmultu.ec'Usly
<e>
llith tbe ~~e.dJl'letltal"'&tk to Which this 1?.;spet: 1'1£1$ eont1n~d. 'fh$
analytical $tll11t1<1l'l$ hl'.lV~ uew p'tQ8r~s$~d to <h,mpiAt.$riz.ad fomtmC! as
$ue1\ lnaveb~Q~ £!J\lI'l.:cessfu1. lnrlrt41!cit\~ the ~wt of f;.06U, pb1e".~al
(21.:l2)
test!q of la't'se jotDt& It is f3$q')e~t€.lld that tbe~lyt1e.l
'IzIOtk td.U be av.a1l4ble in Q lOOl'c:t rea4.U.y obtaluabl.e fot~ in tbs nesl'
PrGfes$or Chesson ha$ tried to eQ~r&late testa of the conneet1ous
(2~.24)
'Of various U"tt88 type ~ets tl8VtQ$ flllUJtea.er$ 1n c;i,o@i141l ahelll:
w1tb the l.'E!eu1ts ot th~ doublff sbe~u' plate splicl!UI tepott~ ttl t:M.~ papal'"
~nltle it 18 ttue thee tbe true; type eoun~etton ls mor~ c~le: tn its
tiletbQdot' le~ct nansfet th$D t!lfJ! it_t plate spitee this tsftottbe.,
til) ~..xplCl1tn what may appel!U'" to a.a to be :a l~.u"ie d~\tI$.ttQutl:{)mthe
~e6ults of tbiu paper. ChOSijOU bas fatled to reeo3nl~e the ~ffaet en tue
un'buttonitlS faetoJ;' otvA1'")"ing t.lle c>}\ll1eetion eCf3'ln<f1tl'1 (!/S ratio), the
!/S ratio may also be e~ressed as AsIAn wneTQ the numerator r~to$entin$
tb/{l 'bolt snear 4&1'0$18 usually ~~eS$cd. 41$ 1, and wl:uinre t;b~ denominator
~eprese$ti~ the net area of the ,14te lndtea~e$tb~ rel~ttve P~Q,bttlon$
, - ..
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of the eonnect1on. If the net atea lavery large tbepl$te stresses and
strain are negligtb1.e and the ;late functions practically ~e a 1'ig1d
member. AfiJ a result tbe "Mean Curve" shown in Fig. 8 (or Fig. 14)
become$ borbontaltbrough an unbuttoning fattor of 1.0. On the other
hand U the net area is reduced tll11l'kedly the plate strains become very
great thuf)bastening the prcmat~re.faUureof the end faateners. In th~s
case the ''Mean Cuwet ' takes a steepel' slo,e.
Th~ bolt~d joints reported by Cbcs~on had At/An ratios ranging from
1:0.65 to 1:O.. 88whe'reas the t'M~~ul:Cut'veu of Fig. a is for joints having
a ratio of IfL10. ;rhus it is 't? be expected that ~~Plotted ~ot~ts
fall below this 11ne ae they do. Similarly for the riveted connections
wlg;;;tf!>C;he A,/An rati.o ranged ftom 1:0.65 to 1:0.70 whereas the limited
. . . " .. ".~. ,
Lehigh· University riveted eonneetioQ$ h$~ 1:'titios 0.£ .1:0.76 to 1:0.78. Use
, • . '. • 1 . • .,
of the ana~yt.i<:al·method-noted-in the first paragraph shows Ch~sson'8
expel'i.illMtal'work to fall ~lose to the predieted values. (See Flg. 9, Ref.22)
. '. - , ' .
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two other items prevent G direct comparison. In the connectionS
- . (1) . I .' '. (2)
reported by Chesson 1 tb~ bolU ~he~n'edthrough the threads and ~ the
_io .....I..rs ",ere .f!!ighe. 8tromsfh A7 8t",,~ .. ?' hlg~ ~tre"g+/' +~ A7slit]';
~~---"'--"" ::::.====:::::::::--- . .. nUhar:> . !I
Xt should ~e'·noted that 'the fIlualyti.calaualysi$of flat pla!:!! joints r' j
of Refs. 15 and 22 is not limited to eq~~ -inner and ~uter ply d~nsions
BS ~tated byChesso~~
'J •
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Jsnuary20, 1965
Mr. Irvin J.Semrartz
.Editor t Tecbn$,cal Pul'>l,te~tlon$p
Amertesl1 Society of civil Engiaeers·
345 East 47th Street
New York 17 p ~et1 York
'Re: Digest for TRANSACTIONS
Pape!!, 13727
,
Dear Mr. Scbwart2:
Bnclosed find two (2) copies of the digebt of
Proeeedtnga Paper 13727 entt~lad "Long Bolted Join~e.n
Very truly yours,
~ John L. Rumpf
\\ Professor and Head
~~ Civil Engineering and Meehanies
JLR:ell
Inc losures (2) ~./... ...
cc : J. tf. Fisher ' ,
DXgS!
, ,Of '
'l~D£)!oa tG13ttll ~,P1 tventy lon3st'l'w:tural ~pu.c:e$ of 1A7I$t~$1 .
plste c:ono~ted~~tb high stweaath bolts provide b~c:kgro~ ~~r
puts of Q:he GpGcific:~ti.oll of the aefl~"bCoUnet~oi\8~vct~~~()
Bolted Stii'Uf:t.~l'$lJo!~tofortlle UDemb~y of GtJrUCtur~l ~.eet.ion8.
usi~ .uZ5 ,bolte. The. pi\'l.j.p@l itemuntl~1l' l~veat~a,ru.onulj ,th~
effec:tof the 10ftgtb o~ the joilllt on thGultim.g,te s~tG:1Dgth of
. ' , .. ,
beewlO$-typeeODnGCttone but v4Juable i~fo~tio~ f~r t~e de~ign
of fJri~U.on·type conuectlo1l'1$ was cI.et~ll:all:aed $180.
The tesQ:El UluslttrQted agalca the phenomeno/Q of pX'aoo~ure
unbuttonirtg""type failure of the Qnd fastelllarLiB 1n long COllUlec3t!Oit\$.
Sht,)r;t cOtmeetlou ofapP1'OICtmately 16 inches. ill l~D3tb. t'4U,l.ed by ,
(:jbeuillg of bolt$ at an. average sbe$lr stress~ 85%oftbe
QtreQ3~h of a etnale bolt. fo~ & co~nectlon with 16 bolts tn line
and an ovefall l~ngth of 52.S1Cc:hea thE! lllverllige shest at failull'e
Wa& ~edueed to only 60'ZH Co1\itd~d.ng l!O al1ov_la dC$l$n "beart
E;itrema VV' C;!1l 22k~i the factor of $Q.fsty$3tli.taat fe.U~ro tor ~he
Short connectS.oQ is about 3.0 but tbis deere~ses to about 2.1 for
the long eOltUlectlom" A fsw.comp.nrtson tests CI~ rtvet~ cOJmec:tions
eho""3d $imU$1l:' ~b61vtoTC. Cotnpal'lC::lC;»lIi of .several comtaetlon.s tilth
VE11r!OW pitch dimeD$tone skou$ tlUi' Gi,h.1Ji\b1.le:~Ol1ing()i_<1 ti~t~et$
depend(9on the lengt.h of the joint ~Dd(lo~ on the num~ll:' of bolts.'
.\
~ \; ,
"

The A3Z,bolta ~i8htened by the tU;D·O~·~~t me~hod eoaaiGt$~tly
bed tensions of f4Ppron1l:n&tely 1.30 ti,$4'!$ tbe proof ltl&! of ~he bolt.
No detl"imeDt~lGlbe$1' bebavf.or of $ cOQilfacU.oa wuaxp~rt$l'!Cod
~eause of ellia higb 1.Ditltd. t~ton~· Jouts tI1th t1gh~ mill scale
ftlyi.. ,urfti1ce~ sUpped batobe$lrlDg at va1ue~ ·0£ average $bea1l'
1..0
et~es$ ~u ¢Kcess of Fv ~ 1.33 x is ~Akai for 4ead'and Itveload
pl~u$ wind. Theeetelllt$ indicat.ed 0.35 as e.re4$~nlllbl$l tower Hlllit.
for tbeeoefficient' of slip. .
Joints vtth'$eml~pollsbed$u,facesobt$1n~db1't~ng311
mill $c~le witb a power tool ~l!pped at aD average shear $trese
greater than 1S kat but les6 than 20 kat 4l1.d acoeff:f.ctellt o~811,
of 0.20.
I
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LONG BOLTED JOINTSa
Closure by John L. Rumpf
J. L, Rumpf 30
The authors wish to acknowledge the contribution of Professor
(19)
,i'flancis to the literature on the behavior of structural connections.
Rather than escaping the notice of the authors his work provided a
(15)
valuable basis for the analytical work carried on simultaneously
(a)
with the e~perimental work to which this paper was confined. The
analytical solutions have now progressed to computerized form ~d as
such have become successful in reducing the amount of costlyphYs1cal
(21,22)
testing of large joints It is expected that the analytical
work will be available in a more readily obtainable form in the near
future so that engineers may compare the analytical and experimental
results in detail. At this point we will simply state that the
correlation has been excellent.
Professor Chesson has tried to correlate tests of the connections
(23,24)., ,.
of various truss type members haVing fastenets in single shear
with the results of the double shear plate splices reported in thi$ paper.
While it is true that the truss type connection is more complex in its
method of load transfer than the flat plate splice this is not the way
to e~plain what may appear to some to be a large deviation from the
results of this paper. Chesson has failed to recognize the effect on the
unbuttoning factor of varying the connection geometry (TiS ratio). the
TIS ratio may also be expressed as As/An where the nunlerator representing
the bolt shear area is usually expressed- as I, 'and where the denominator
representing the net area of. the plate .indicates the relative proportions
of the connection. If the net area is very large the plate stresses and
strain are negligible and the plate functions practically as a rigid
member. As a result the "Mean Curve" tilhown in Fig. 8 (or Fig. 14)
becomes horizontal through an unbuttoning factor of 1.0. On the other
hand if the net area is reduced markedly the plate strains become very
great thus hastening the premature failure of the end fasteners. In this
case the "Mean Curvelf takes a steeper slope.
The bolted joints reported by Chesson had As/Au ratios ranging from
1:0.65 to 1:0.88 whereas the "Mean Curve" of Fig. 8 is for joint;s having
a ratio of 1:1.10. Thus it is to be expected that the plotted goints
fall below this line as they do. Similarly for the riveted connections
wW8;the As/~ ratio ranged from 1:0.65 to 1:0.70 whereas the limited
Lehigh University riveted connections.,had ratios of 1:0.76 to nO.78. Use
of the analytical method noted in the first paragraph shows Chesson's
experimental work to fall close to the predicted values. (See Fig. 9, Ref.22)
Two other items prevent a direct comparison. In the connection
(1) (2)
reported by Chesson· ~ the bolts sheared through the threads and ~ the
main members were of higher strength A7 steel.
It should be noted that the an~lytical analysis of flat plate joints
of. Refs. 15 and 22 is not limited to equal inner and outer ply dimensions
as stated by Chesson.
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Mr. John W. Fisher
Department of Civil Engineering
Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Lehigh University
:Bethlehem, Pe!ll'lsylvania
·' . -" '," ',: .., ~
November 7. 1963
288.1 Ref: 16-2-4.B
Mr. William D. French
Assistant Editor
Technical Publications
American Society of Civil Engineers
345 E. 47th Street
New York 17 J New York
Dear Mr. French J
Your communication addressed to Mr. Robert Bendigo
dated October 28. 1963 reached us on November 6, 1963. Upon
receipt of the edited photocopy we have revie\vec1 your edi-
torial changes and have the following comments:
On page 1, the location should be given as New York
for reference number 4. References 10 and 11 need the appro-
. priate date .snd city of publication inserted. Reference 13
has a word deleted from the title.
Several corrections have been made to tables 6, 7,
and 8. Several of the sub-headings have been modified. In
table 6 we have completed the column labelled gri.p. The
last column of table 8 has been de.Leted.
On pages 12 and 14 we would prefer that the allow-
able shear stress be included in the text and not centered in
the page.
Mr. William D. French
-2-
tiovember 7, 1963
The intent of the summary and conclusions is modified
1f ''bearing-type joints:! and IIfr1ction-type joints li are centered
and capitalized. These are intended as sub-headings. We would
prefer to see them italicized as the other sub-headings have
been.
Several other minor modifications have been made on
various pages of the photocopy. The other editorial changes
you made are satisfactory.
If we can be of further assistance please advise us.
We have certainly appreciated the work you 'have done in getting
this manuscript into final form.
Sincerely yours,
John H. Fisher ./'
JWF/va
cc: L. S. Beedle
J. L. Rumpf



REVIEWER I S COMMENTS ON THE PAPER "LONG BOLTED JOINTS" BY
BENDIGO, HANSEN, AND RUMPF
Reviewer A
Reviewer B 6K ;- C9~ "'"~
Specific recommendat~would improve value. Figure 3,
Col 3, not clearly identified. Ref. 9 and 11 not readily avail-
able. Conclusion on Ks 2: v. "3.:;-"may be qUestioned.~ .
"~c.e. 14 rO ~ ~+ b
Since other data suggests that a somewhat different picture p.
of behavior could be obtained if other heats of steel from other '\ 'VO
mills had been used, it would be desirable for the authors to CN...c.t r ~ C.
qualify their conclusions to indicate this fact. The application ~~
of the data reported without consideration of the other data in 'I~c. -ks-k _
the literature could provide structures on the unsafe side in-
sofar as slip of the joint is concerned. ~
'- .:q .u,;!> IS So~
~e Re-surel.. Ce--w{
l~ I'Iv~ O'UJ- &"'- ""\ ,'1\'1~
WI.Jh Ih .srel~'
, f'
'.
Form 6
NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS
The title should have a maximum length of 50 characters, including spaces.
---
,r .~e paper should be written in the third person.
r t1\JJ# A 50-word abstract, for use in CIVn. ENGINEERING, is required.
The paper must be preceded by a Synopsis of about 300 words.
--
A set of Conclusions should be appended to bring the paper to a logical close.
--
___~:Centered and side headings should be used to divide paper into logical parts.
" J~f ~e references should be typed as footnotes on the pages on which t~ey ~re f~rst v/
cited; the format to be used is illustrated in the enclosed Guide.
JvJf(~e first reference-footnote should be given a number in sequence with the separat:'
footnotes used for the present-employment description of the authors.
___ The explanatory footnotes should be made a part of the text.
All centered equations should be numbered in sequence.
~ VMathematics are recomposed from the copy that is submitted. Because of this, ./
, equations should be typed as fully as possible, hand written symbols should be
drawn carefully, and special symbols are to be properly identified.
~ Jr~e letter symbols should be d~fined where they first appear and summarize~
~. alphabetically in an Appendix.
'-§It . ~gure captions should be listed separately.
Illustrations must be drawn in black ink on 8~ in. by 11 in. paper. Because
--- they will be reproduced with a width of between 3 in. and 4~ in., the lettering
must'be large enough to be legible at this reduced size.
Extensive notes and descriptions should be removed from the figures.
--
Photographs should be submitted as glossy prints.
--
( A copy of a recent paper is enclosed to show the quality of illustration we
~~uld like to receive.J~~"ables should be typed on one side of 8~ in. by 11 in. paper; an original and
_:J~ '(ll. one duplicate are required •
.\".- -. "1" ,I'
0-~W:bles should only include enough data to indicate the general thesis of the~'o"~~ paper.
'r! -4'"¥1 \ To advance the information-retrieval program described in the enclosed reprint
form CIVIL ENGINEERING, we need an informative abstract with a maximum lengthJ'-'" . of 175 words and a list of key words.
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(7.2) FRAMES TAB I LIT Y 7.4
of the two types of problems. For the case where the frame is loaded by the
distributed load, all the members in the frame are subjected to combined bending
moment and axial force, whereas in the case with the simplified loading condi-
tion only axial forces are present in the members at the instant of buckling.
In general, the presence of bending moment in the members causes only a small
reduction in the buckling load for portal frames considered here. Detailed
discussions of the effect of bending moments on elastic frame instability can
be found in Refs. 7.3 and 7.4. In the follqwing it will be assumed that the
simplified loading condition is applicable in determining the elastic buckling
load of the frames.
t p~
r I q
l Ie. Ie. FI G. 7. 3P = wLg2
I. L9 ~I
7.2.2 Methods of Buckling Analysis
Numerous methods have been developed and effectively used in solving
stability problems related to building frames. They resemble very much those
methods ordinarily used in analyzing statically indeterminate structures, ex-
cept that some modification is made to include the bending effect of the axial
forces. Essentially there are three different avenues of approaches that are
now in common use. These are, 1) the analytical methods including the methods
of slope-deflection and four-moment equation, 2) the moment distribution method,
271.18 -2
~qusl the tensile capacity of the net section of the main material. Tests
of comp~ct bolted jOinta(6) established the balanced design tension.. shear
ratio' ~o~ A7 steel and A325 bolts at 1 to 1.10. Xn other worda, equal
~ ,ult1ma&:~ strensth will result if the area; of the main material and bolta
are chosen so that the average tensile streGS on the net section and the
average shear s~ress on the bolta are in the ratio of 1 to 1.10.
, ':..;
) ,
In deaig~>cQlculations for riveted and boltedt,york it is assumed that
each fastensR' carries an equal share of the load. Booever, analytic;sl
(7 8) . .tvork' has shown that in long conaeetions~ ~d,th all parts behaving
elastically, the end fasteners carry amucb larger proportion of the load
than do the:! inner fsstenegos.. But, e~efC'imental tl0dt with riveted connections(9)
haa shown that successive yietdlng of the outer rivets pro~ueeo a redistribu-
tion of load so that at failure a more uniform distribution exists than the
elastic analysis indicates. In the case of hot driven rivets, it usually
has been assumed that the equall~ation of load is complete enough that no
changes in design procedure need,be specified for long connections.
~e~amount of redistribution of load depends upon the ability of the
fsstene!fS to undergo large shear deformations without failing. Because the
properties of high strength bolts differ from thoa~ of rivets, it t180 deemed
advisable to conduct tests of bolt~d jolntain ord~r to m24aUr~ the ability
of the bolts to redistribute.load, and to determine if long bolted connections
designed vlth Q tenaionQshear ratio of 1 to 1.10 still provided a reasonable
factor of sefety. This uork ~as sta~ted in 1958 ~ndyp~ovided furtherbaek-
gll:'ound for the formulation of portions of the"specific8tions of the Research
Counciloh Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints.
;~ 6. nStat.icTension Tests of Compact B.olted JointslJ lI by R. '1'. Foreman, J. L,.
Rumpf, ~anssc$iona ASCE, Vol. 126p Paper No. 3125, p. 228 (1961)
7. tI'lhe Part,1tiol'. of Load' in Riveted .:vointe" p by C. Batho p Journal of
Franl~llnXnGt:u:ute.Vol. '182, p.. 5SS (1916)
8. liThe i'1ork of Rivets in RiVeted Jointsll , by A.. Btrennikoff, Transactions
AGeE, Vol. 99, p. 437 (1934) .
9. u'X'I9ns1on Tests of Large Riveted JointsH , by It.. E. Davis, G. B. Woodruff,
Davis, U. E., Transactions ASCE, Vol. 105, p. 1193 (1940)
1. The following symbols have been adopted for uae in this paper:
IlIll number of bolte
= the'·Qverage bolt shear stress in the bolted conneeUOll6
~ allowable sheor strese
e number of ahesr planes
o net tenoile aree of the pl4te
= bolt shear &rea (for butt-type splices there are two ahear pl~G)
= unbuttoning fQctor for length, L
= tfi.'1nimum tGlWUe BtrC:lngth for A32S bolt
= the unbuttoning factor • defined as the ratio of the
e.ver~e bolt shear stress in the connection when the first
bolt sheare to the ultimateetrength of So single bolt .,oJ the
e~ lot and of the same grip . ,
IlIll averQge ohear otrength of a single bolt
= major eUpload
= ratio of the tensile stress on the net section of plate to
the shear strese on the nominal area of the f$stenere (~/An)
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c slip coefficient
::0 number of shear plQnes
~ allogable shear stress
a unbuttoning factor for length, L
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SYNOPSIS
Tension test.s of long structural spaces of A7 steel
connected with high strength bolts provide background for
portions of the spec:Hicati.QIll1\ of the Research Council on
Riveted and Bolted Structural J.QIints for structural joints
using A325 bolts, The inHuel:11ce of the length of the joint
on the ultimate strength of bea.ring-'type connections is de-
terminedo Data on slip resistance also is obtained for use
in deslgning friction-type connections 0
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LONG BOLTED JOINTS
INTRODUCTION
When the A325 high strength bolt was first introduced it was used as a
1 for 1 replacement for rivets made of A14l steel(l). Eventually, as the
concept of the high strength bolt became accepted, it was feasible to try
to refine the design of bolted joints to take advantag~ of the greater
strength of the bolt, Under the guidance of the Research Council on Riveted
and Bolted Structural Joints research was conducted at several universities
which led to a specification(2) acknowledging the different behavior of
friction-type and bearing-type connections,
In the friction-type joint movement of the connected parts under
static, impact or cyclic loading is not tolerated because of the detrimental
effect on the behavior and configuration of the structure, In this case,
slip constitutes failure and working loads must be resisted by friction
with a reasonable factor of safety against the occurrence of slip.
On the other hand there are many connections that are erected in a
"slipped" position with the bolts bearing against the sides of the holes
in'the same way that they will bear under service loads. In such. a bearing-
type connection it is the shearing of the bolts that constitutes failure
and allowable stresses are based on the ultimate strength of the bolts. It
is in this case that the greater strength of the A325 bolt can be utilized
~~?ulting in ,the use of fewer bolts than hot driven rivets,
In 1956 work was begun at' Lehigh University to establish the balanced
design shear stress for A32~ bolts in bearing-type connections, For balanced
design the capacity of the cross sectional area of the bolts in shear should
-1-
•.'v.'
r
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equal the tensile capacity of the net section of the main materialo Tests
of compact bolted joints (3) established .. the balanced design tension-shear
ratio for A7 steel and-A325 bolts at I to 1.10. In other words, equal
ultimate. strengths will result if the areas of the main material and bolts
are chosen so that the average tensile stress on the net section and the
average shear stress on the bolts are in the ratio of 1 to L100
In design calculations for riveted and bolted work it is assumed that
each fastener carries an equal share of the loado .However, analytical
work(4,5).has shown that in long connections, with all parts behaving
elastically, the end fasteners carry a much larger proportion of the load
than do the inner fasteners. But, experimental work with riveted connections(6)
has shown that successive yielding of the outer rivets produces a redistribu-
tion of load so that at failure a more uniform distribution exists than the
elastic analysis indicates. In the case of hot driven rivets, .. it usually
has been assumed that the equalization of load is complete enough that.no
changes in design procedure need be specified for long connectiqns.
The amount of redistribution of load depends upon the ability of the
fasteners to undergo large shear deformations without failing 0 Because the
properties of high strength bolts differ from those of rivets, it was deemed
advisable to conduct tests of bolted jotnts in order to measure the ability
of the bolts to redistribute load, and to determine if long bolted connections
designed with a tension-shear ratio of 1 to 1.10 still provided a reasonable
factor of safetyo This work was.started in 1958,and provided further back-
ground for the formulation of portions of the specifications of the Research
Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints.
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,SCOPE OF PROGRAM
The research program described in this paper consisted of static
tension tests of sixteen double shear butt joints with three to,sixteen
7/8" diameter A325,bolts in line. Widths and thicknesses of the plate
material were varied to maintain the tension-shear ratio at approximately
1 to 1.10. These test results are supplemental to the results reported
in Ref. 3.
,For comparison three riveted joints of the same type were tested,
and tests of four bolted lap joints provided data on the behavior of bolts
in single shear.
BOLTED, BUTT JOINTS
-3
..
..
Dimensions - The sixteen double shear ,plate splices, are conveniently grouped
in three categories as follows:
. D Series $)Part a - Cons tant .4 inch grip, varied width
Part b - Constant width, varied grip
Part c - Constant 8 inch grip$ varied width
Nominal dimensions are tabulated in Fig. 1. With one exception (D13A) the
pitch was held at 3.5 inches, hence the joint length and the number of
..
bolts in line were'd~rect1y related. The thick grips were attained by
using either 4 or 8 pries of plate .
. Plates - The one inch plates for the joints of Part a and c were cut from
.,
24" x 1" uh'iversa1 mill plates rolled from the same heat. The plates of ' .•..
various;ihlcknesses used in Part b joints were 10-1/4" wide universal mill
,.
plates from a different. heat. Finished widths ,were achieved by rough
burning ,and then machining to the final dimension. All plates were
structural carbon steel meeting the requirements of ASTMA7(7) except for
~c
....
..
v·,
the yield point of the 1 11 plates, Results of standardcoupon tests are
summarized in Fig, 2,
Bolts - All bolts were 7/8 11 diameter with regular semifinished heads, Two
quenched and tempered washers and a heavy semifinished hexagon nut completed
the bolting assembly, The length of thread, .2 11 or 2.25'.', was standard for
A325. bolts at the time this research was initiated but longer than the
1-1/2 11 thread length now specified~~8) The bolts satisfied the proof load
(36,05 kips) and minimum tensile strength (53,15 kips)., requirements of
ASTM A325, Tension-elongation curves were established for each lot of
bolts by pulling bolts in direct tension and by inducing the tension by
tightening the nut~3) ,These curves were used to determine the clamping
force of bolts installed in the test joints, Shear tests(9) of single
bolts were conducted to provide a comparison with the behavior of the bolts
used in the joints. A summary of bolt properties is given in Fig, 3,
. Fabrication - Fabrication was done by a local fabricator, The plies of
material were clamped together and the four end holes were subdrilled and
reamed, Fitted pins were inserted in these holes and the remaining holes
were drilled through all plies of the solid material.Thus~ all holes
were aligned.
Fabrication instructions for preparation of the faying surfaces of
the plate called for removal of grease with solvent and hand wire brushIng
to remove loose mill scale only. This procedure was followed except in the
case of Joints °n3l to 101 where an ambitious ironworker removed all mill
scale with a power tool, The resulting surfaces were quite shiny and
hereafter will be designated as semi-polished,
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The lamina of plates and the fill plates were welded together near the
ends where the testing machine was to grip the specimen.
Assembly - A field erection crew of the fabricator bolted the joints with <:in
impact wrench using the turn-of-nut method(lO). The nuts on Joints D3l to
DlOl and D70l were tightened 1/2 turn from "snug "oIn the remaining joints,
with grips greater than 5", the nuts were torqued through a 3/4 turn from
"snug "0 The length of all bolts was measured before and after tightening
so that the elongation might be used to determine the tension in the bolt
from the tension-'elongation curves as described in Ref 0 30 In all cases
bolt threads did not intercept the shearing planes of the test joints 0
BOLTED LAP JOINTS
Although specifications t~aditionally have assigned to rivets a single
;
shear value equal to one half of that for double shear, it seemed advisable
to have some experimental confirmation.of this relationship for high
(11)
strength boltso Accordingly» four lap joints were obtained by altering
duplicate joints originally fabricated for the D Series, Part ao Because
of this fabrication procedure three of the lap joints had more net section
area than required by the tension-shear ratio of 1 to 10100 These pro-
portions were considered satisfactory in this case because they insured
bolt. failures in even the short joints 0 Nominal dimensions are shown in
Figo 4.
The plate was the same semi-polished kind used. for' j'6intsD3l to· D10l .
The A325 bolts had regulars~emifinish~p,hexagonheadsand were 5-1/2" long
,;11 • '.•':'
under head 0 The thread did not extend into the shearing plane of the jointo
Quenched and tempered. washers under the bolt h~ad ~ndthe heavy semifinished
nut were usedo Bolt properties are listed in Figo 3.
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Because the inherent eccentricity of lap joints causes them to bend,
an external bracing system was used to restrain the rotation of the con~
. d. (11)
nect10n ur1ng test . The bracing system simulated the effect of the
diaphragms often used by designers in conjunction with lap type jointso
RIVETED BUTT JOINTS
Although some experimental work on long riveted joints had been done
previously(6) it was not possible to adequately correlate that work with
these tests on bolted jointso For that reason three double shear plate
splices were fabricated and machine riveted with hot driven rivetso
These connections were designed for the balanced design tension-shear
ratio of 1 to 0075 for A7 plate and rivets made of A14l steelo Nominal
dimensions are shown in Fig. 5.
The 1" plate was the same as that used in the bolted jointso Tensile
tests of the rivet bar stock gave a yield point .of 3601 ksi and a tensile
strength of 5707 ksio Double shear tests of ~ingle rivets driven at the
same time as the rivets in the joints gave an ultimate shear strength of
55.3 ksi.
TES1'ING
Instrumentation - Instrumentation of the test specimens included SR-4 strain
gages, a mechanical extensometer, and dial gageso
A few SR-4 strain gages on the plates outside of the connection proper
were used to detect any eccentricity introduced by improper gripping and
to pick up the onset of yielding of the gross section.
2710 18
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The elongation of each p~tch was measured along the edges of the plates
by a hand held slidebar extensometer. These readings were valid in both the
elastic and plastic range. They were used primarily in the experimental
confirmation of an analytical solution for the load partition and ultimate
h f b 1 d .. (12)strengt o' 0 te Jo:lnts .
Dial gages (0.00 I") were used to measure the overall elongation of .the
connection, thereby providing a general picture of joint behavior including
slip~ yielding and bolt failures. Others were mounted at xhe ends of the
main plates and the splice plates to record the relative movement or slip
of the plates, and in the joints with laminated splice plates dial gages
(0.0001") were used to detect relative movement of these lamina.
Testing Procedure - The joints were loaded in static tension by a 5000 kip
universal testing machine using wedge grips. The testing procedure was
similar to that described in Ref. 3 except that in most cases the testing
machine was unloaded after one or several bolts had sheared. This permitted
examination and disassembly of the intact connection, and provided valuable
information that would not have been available had complete destruction of
the joint been accomplished.
TEST.RESULTS
Bolted. Butt Joints _. The results of the tests of 16 bolted butt joints are
tabulated:in-¥igs. 6 and 7.
J
The slip of the joints with semi-polished faying surfaces was usually
gradua~ and occurred in steps as load was applied as shown in Fig. 8, the
test curve for joint- D91. However, joints with tight mill scale surfaces
experienced a sudden and complete slip accompanied by a loud noise. Fig.
9, the test curve for jointD90l,. illustrates this type of instantaneous
'.
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slip. In viewing Figs. 8 and 9 it should be noted that the relative move-
ment of the gage points, x, includes ,plate strains as well as the rigid
body displacements of the inner and outer plates.
Joints D3lto, D6l failed by excessive tensile stress on the net
section. In two cases actual tearing occurred but in the other 'two. it was
possible to unload the testing machine after the ultimate load had been
reached but before rupture occurred. Although bolt failures did not occur,
calculations of average shear stress and examination of the intact joints
indica.ted that bolt failure was imminent. Fig. 10 illustrates this by
showing a sawed longitudinal section of joint D6l. ,The high stress on the
net section is revealed by the great elongation of the end hole~> and the
innninent bolt failure is indicated by the large shearing deformation of the
end bolts. The inner bolts show practically no deformation. For comparison,
Fig. 11 shows a sawed section of riveted joint DR71 with the end rivets
sheared. The inner rivets show a measurable deformation.
The longer joints failed by the shearing of bolts. In all cases the
, '
load at wh~ch the first bolt sheared has been recorded as the ultimate load.
However, in several instances the joint was reloaded following the first
failure and then other bolts failed in a sequential fashion. The sequential
failure of fasteners in long connections has been called "unbuttoning".
In some cases a slightly greater "ultimate ll load was required to cause the
failure of a succeeding bolt as shown in Fig. 8.
Bolted Lap Joints - The results oft,he tests of bolted.. lap joints are sum-
marized ~n Fig. 12. All lap joints slipped in a very gradual fashion,
under increasing load, until the bolts came into bearing. Unl~ke the
bolted butt joints no sudden movement or loud noise occurred. Therefore,
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for purposes of computation, the slip load qas been taken as the first
marked change in slope of the load-elongation curve,
Failure of these joints occurred. by shearing of the boLtso Because
L10 was made with similar dimensions, from the same plate. and from bolts
of a strength level comparable to those in butt joint D10l. these two
connections may be compared directly, L10 failed at 748 kips, almost
~xi!lctb, half of the 1506 kips failure load for DlOL
Joints L5 and L7 cannot be compared directly to D5l and· D7L because
of the dif£er~~t tension-shear ratios,
Riveted Butt Joints - The results of the tests of the three riveted joints
are tabulated in Fig. 13. The riveted joints failed by shearing of end
rivets whereupon the tests were stopped and the joints kept intact for
examination 0 The general behavior of these joints was very similar to
that of the bolted joints. but direct comparisons cannot be made because
of the different tension-shear ratios.
It should. be noted that riveted joints often experience slip despite
the customary assumption that hot driven rivets fill the holes completely.
In these tests slip amounted to about 0.02 inches, which is about 1/3 to
1/4 of the ,slip experienced by the bolted joints.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Ultimate Strength - The allowable shear stress for bolts used in bearing
type connections is based upon the ultimate shearing strength of the con-
nection. As explained in the introduction, a prime.purpose of this test
program was to see if long bearing-type connections designed with a tension-
shear ratio of 1 to 1.10 have an adequate factor of safety against failure,
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Four joints, D3l !:o·D6l inclusive, failed by tearing of the plate
through the net section thus corroborating previous work(3) that established
the 1 to 1.10 ratio for balanced design of short bolted joints. However,
the longer butt joints failed by shearing of the end fasteners due to the
bolts I inability to deform sufficiently to equalize the load among,all. the
fasteners. The longer the joint the lower the average shear stress at the
time the first bolt failed.
Because bolts of several different lots and strengths were used, it
is best to represent the average shearing stress at failure in non-dimensional
form. _ Since the "premature" failure of end fas teners has often been called
"unbuttoning" this non=dimensional quantity is called the unbuttoning
factor .. The unbuttoning factor is defined as the average bolt shear stress
in the connection when the first bolt shears (1"u) divided by the ultimate
shear strength of a s:l..ngle bolt of the same lot and of the same grip (1"1).
Expressed m.athematically~
(1)
The unbuttoning factor is an efficiency factor that measures the ability of
the connection to develop the full strength of all the fasteners.
The unbuttoning fac~orsfor all the bolted butt joints (including
compact joints(3)) with a tension-shear ratio of 1 to 1.10 are plotted
in Fig. 14 using the length of the joint as an argument. JointsD:n to
D6l are shown although they failed in tension. Their plotted points
represent a lower bound for unbuttoning factors. The lap joints and
riveted joints are also plotted although only LlO had a tension shear
ratio of 1 to 1.10.
The plotted points define a fairly linear relationship between average
shear stress and length of joint. This relation extends from U = 0.98 for
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joint L2 to U := 0.60 for joint D16. the longest connection tested. Theo-
retically. joint L2, being statically determinate~ should have an unbut-
toning factor of 1.0. Joint D16 shows that in joints of that length,
52.5 inches, the end bolts may be expected to fail when only 60% of the
joint carrying capacity, based on the strength of an individual bolt, has
been realized.. The unbuttoning factors for lap jo1nts L5 and L7, having
. tension-shear ratios of 1. to 1..29 andl to 1.55 respectively, fall above
the general band of values. This is to be expected because the excess plate
area results in less plate strain than in a balanced design joint and the
connection approaches the Itr igid pla;te" theory used by the designer when
he assumes that each fastener carries an equal share of the load. It has
been shown analytically(12) that the ultimate strength of a bolted joint
is a function of these plate strains as well as of bolt deformation.
The riveted joints show that the same unbuttoning trend holds for
rivets. Rivets made of A141 steel apparently possess a little more de-
formation capacity and thus are able to redistribute load to a greater
extent than A325 bolts. However, it must be remembered that a fewer
number of bolts in a shorter connection will sustain the same load as a
given number of rivets when design is for bearing type connections.
In order to determine the minimum factor of safety against rupture
it is convenient to convert the unbuttoning factor data into terms of the
shear strength of bolts that just meet the minimum strength requirements
of the A325 specification(8). As a result of previous work(9), the ulti-
mate shear strength of a single bolt is taken conservatively as 68% of
the tensile strength. Thus, for a minimum strength bolt in a connection
of length, L
(2)
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where UL is taken from the mean line in Fig. 14. This information is
plotted in Fig. 15 for 7/8" an~ 1" bolts with 0min = 115 ksL
The horizontal lines in Fig. 15 represent the allowable shear stress
.for A325 bolts in. bearing-type connections in building~~ namely:
Fv = 22 ks i for dead plus live load only, and Fv = L 33 x 22 = 29.3 ks i
for dead plus live loads in combination with wind or earthquake loads.
The vertical dis tance between the horizontal working s.tress l;D,nes and the
sloping ultimate stress lines represents the margin of safety.
For very short join.ts under dead and live loading the factor of safety
against: a bolt failure is greater than 3,.but at a length of 52.5 inches
(16 in line at 3-1/2") this is reduced to .. 2.L The minimum factor of
safety against a tensile failure of the net section of A7 plate is
60 = 3 if the allowable stress is 20 ksi and if net section efficiencies
20
greater than 1 are not considered. The factor of safety against yielding
33
of the net section is 20 = 1.65.
Under w~nd loading qjti:ditions the factor of safety against a bolt
failure in the 52.5" long joint is only 1. 50 but: even this is greater
than the factor of safety against yielding of the net section,
33
1.33 x 20
= 1.24.
Effect of Pitch - The pitch was held constant at 3-1/2" (4 bolt diameters)
for all joints except D13A where the pitch was 2-5/8", the minimum
sp~cing of 3 diameters allowed by most specifications. Nevertheless,
some interesting observations can be made concerning the effect·of pitch
by comparing, DlO, Dl3A and D13. DlO with 10 bolts at a 3-1/2" pitch
and D13A with 13 bolts at. 2-5/8" had the same overall length of 31-1/2 11 •
DBA and Dl3 had 13 bol ts in line but their overall lengths were
31-1/2 11 and 42 11 respectively.
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The efficiency of these connections may be compared. by examining
the unbuttoning factor plotted in Fig. 14. Joints DlO andD13A had al-
most identical unbuttoning factors of about 0.70. ,This points out that
the tendency of end bolts to fail "prematurely" is a function of the
length of joint rather than of the number of fasteners per se. One
must be careful not to construe this to mean that the carrying capacity
of the connection with 10 bolts in line is equal to that of the same
length connection with 13 bolts in line, for although ·both members
developed the same unit shearing stress, the latter carried 1.30 as
much load.
Comparison of DBA and DB shows unbuttoning factors of about
.0.70 and 0.65 respectively. The shorter joint was more efficient and
a 7% increase in load carrying capacity was achieved by decreasing the
pitch from 4 to 3 diameters.
The conclusion might be reached that it is desirable to make all
joints as short as possible. However, other research(14) has shown
that to obtain the greatest strength of the, connected material this may
not be the best prQcedure. In some types of connections, such as bridge
hangers riveted or bolted to gusset plates, a longer connection maybe
necessary for the stress in an unconnected web to. be developed by
fasteners through the flanges and gusset plates because of. the phenom-
enon known as shear lag.
Long Grips - Specifications(13) for riveted construction require that
rivets carrying calculated stress shall have their number increased
one percent for each 1/16" that the grip exceeds 5 rivet diameters.
Nothing in these tests indicated a need for a similar provision for
high strength bolts even though grips ran higher than 9 bolt diameters.
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Joints D10l, D100l and DIO, had 10 bolts in line and grips of 4",6-3/4 11
and 8 11 respectively. The unbuttoning factors plotted in Fig, 14 show
no subs,tantial spread ~nd indicate that variation of grip is of negli-
gible importance in determining the ultimate streng~h of bolted joints.
Slip Resistance - This test program was designed primarily to provide
information about the ultimate strength of longboltep. joints, but
valuable information about slip also was obtained.
~esistance to slip is dependent on the frictional forces that can
be developed on the faying surfaces, Although the bolts are not
actually acting in shear, it is conveni~nt to ~egulate the design of
friction
allowable
type joints by specifying a tension-shear ratio(2) or an
, (13)
shear stress for the bolts. The bar graph i~Fig. 16
..
shows the average shear stress per bolt existing at the t:Lme major
slip occurred, The two horizontal lines cutting across the bars
represent the allowable unit shear stresses fo~ ~riction type joints
(13) ,in buildings' ,i. e. under dead and Hve loads, Fv = 15 ksi, and under
conditions of dead and. live load plus wind or seismi~ loading, Fv =
1.33 x ,15 = 20 ksi.
The high clamping force produced by the turn-of-nutmethod toge~her
with tight mill scale fa,ying surfaces produced slip resistance in excess
of the specified shear stresses, The joints hav~ng the semi-polished
faying surfaces with practically no mill scale satisfied the working
stress for dead and live load, However, two of them slipped at an
average stress less than the increased stress permitted for wind loading
conditions. This illustrates the impQrtance of ~h~ faying surface· in
friction type connections.
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A better way of expressing the role of the faying surface alone is
by means of the slip coefficient, Ks , given by the exp~ession
K~ = (3)
In making this computation Ti has been obtained from a torqued
tension bolt calibratiop curve using the average elongation of all
bolts in a joint(3). ': The values of Ks are tabula ted in Figs. 6, 7
and 12, and the high and low values are also shown on the ba.t..gr.aph in
Fig. 16.
The slip coefficient for tight mill scale surfaces ranged from
0.34 to 0.57 with a mean value of 0.46. This mean value coincid~s with
the mean value of slip coeffLcientfor mill scale surfaces as reported
previously for compact bolted joints(3). For the semi-polished surfaces
the range was from 0.22 to 0.36 with a mean value of 0.29.
In addition to surface condition, frictional resistance depends upon
the bolt clamping force. The mean value of. Ti for all 7/8" bolts used
in these test joints.was 47.8 kips, Thus, for the type of bolt used,
the turn-of-nut method produced tens~ons equal to 132.5% of the proof
load--the specified minimum tension(2). If nuts are tightened by the
calibrated impact wrench method it is likely that the wrench will have
to be set somewhat above the proof load in order to insure that all
bolts reach the specified minimum tension.
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The inter-relation 6fslip coefficient, bolt tension, the allowable
shear stress and the cross-sectional area of the bolt is given by the
following equation for the factor of safety against slip.
F. S. = Total Slip ResistanceDesign Slip Resistance
= Ks m.n Ti
Fv m n Ab
(4)
To illustrate the range of the factor of safety against slip that
exists in friction-type joints that are designed for a specific allow-
able shear stress, Fig. 17 has been plotted from Eq. 4 for Fv = 15 ksi
and for 7/8" bolts with Ab = 0.6 sq. in. The values of Ks ' shown as
sloping lines, represent reasonable lower limits for the surface
conditions found in these tests. The value of Ti represented by, a solid
horizontal line at 1.30 PLrepresents the value of initial bolt tension
obtained by the turn-of-nut method in these tests. The dashedhor-
i"'ZQnt;al line indicates the proof load ,the specified minimum tension.
Fig. l8·has been plotted from Eq. 4 for Fv increased 33% as permitted
for conditions of dead and live loads plus wind loading.
These two figures illustrate the importance of making sure that
mill scale faying surfaces remain intact and unpainted in friction-type
connections. Furthermore, they point out the desirability of achieving
.a high clamping force by a tightening procedure that will develop high
initial stress in the bolt. The combination of tight mill scale
faying surfaces and bolts tightened by the turn-of-nut method shows a
margin of safety against slip, even under wind conditions, of 37%. If
all bolts in a connection are ·tightened just to the proof load the
factor of safety against slip may approach unity under wind conditions.
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The following conclusions are based on the results of 20 tests of
large bolted joints conducted at Lehigh University and described herein.
Certain of these observations are reinforced by the results of previous
tests described in Ref. 3. The joints, consisting of plate splices of
A7. st~el connected withA325 bolts, w~re proportioned for a balanced
design at ultimate strength with a tension-shear ratio of 1 to 1.10.
The principal item under investigation was the effect of the length of
the joint upon the ultimate strength of the connection. Valuable in-
formation also was obtained on the turn-of-nut method, the effect of
surface condition on slip resistance, single shear versus double shear,
the effect of pitch, and long grip bolts. Tests of several riveted
joints permitted a comparison of the behavior of riveted and bolted
connections of similar geometry.
Bearing-Type Joints
1. Joints of A7 steel and A325 bolts proportioned at a tension-
shear ratio of 1 to 1010 produced a balanced design at ultimate
strength for connections about 16" or less in length. In longer con~
nections the differential strains in the connected material caused the
end bolts to shear before all bolts could develop their full shearing
strength. This "premature" failure of end bolts is called unbuttoning .
.2 .. The "unbuttoning factor" (U) is used to measure the efficiency
of a connection in utilizing the full shearing strength of all the. con-
nectors and is defined.as~ the average shear stress. when the first
bolt in a connection fails divided by the ultimate shear strength of a
single bolt. These tests show that U decreases in a fairly uniform
manner as the length of the connection increases.
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Theoretically U should be 1.0 for a statically determinate con-
nection with two fasteners in line and the test of one lap joint (L2)
corroborated this with U of 0.98. The tests show that for short compact
joints with 3 to 5 bolts in line and lengths up to about 16 11 the unbut-
toning factor is about 0.85. For the connection with 16 bolts at a
pitch of 3-1/2 11 , an overall length of 52.5 11 , U decreased to about 0.60
(Fig. 14). In other words a connection of that length utilizes only
60% of the full capacity of all the bolts before an end. bolt shears.
Howev~t, since the allowable shear stress for A325 bolts is based upon
the p'erformance of the compact. joints (3) it should be noted that the
decrease in the unbuttoning. factor from 0.85 to 0.60 is a more pertinent
relationship.
3. The unbuttoning phenomenon can be expressed in terms of the
average shear stress in a connection using A325 bolts that just meet the
strength requirements of the ASTM specificatic)fi -<See Fig. 15). The
same downward trend occurs as the length of the joint is increased. If
a constant value of allowable shear stress is .used for design purposes,
a reduced factor of safety occurs for longer joints.
These tests show that if the allowable shear stress for bearing-
type connections is taken as Fv = 22 ksi the factor of safety against
failure is 3.0 or greater for joints less than 16" long. However, when
the joint becomes 52.5" long the factor of safety for 7/8" or 1 11 bolts
is 2.1. Under wind loading conditions. with Fv = 1.33 x 22 ksi this
factor is 1. 5.
4. The unbuttoning type behavior also occurs in riveted joints'.
Several tests indicate that A14l rivets possess better deformation
capacity than A325 bolts and therefore somewhat better redistribution
·.-1
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of load among the fasteners takes place. Nevertheless a reduction in the
factor of safety also occurs as riveted joints become longer. For years
American riveted construction specifications have tolerated this reduc-
tion in the factor of safety without comment.
These tests showed that for a riveted joint 42" long (13 in line at
3-1/2") the unbuttoning factor was 0.75 whereas a bolted joint of the
same length had an unbuttoning factor of 0.68. However» when a bearing-
type connection can be used the greater strength of high strength bolts
results in a shorter bolted connection» thus nullifying this apparent
advantage of rivets.
5. Bolts used in single shear have one-half the load carrying
capacity of comparable bolts in double shear provided the shear planes
act through the shank of the bolt. Bending of lap type joints should be
restrained by diaphragms or other suitable bracing.
6. Pitch distance was held at 4 diameters in all but one case
where it was reduced to 3 diameters - the minimum permitted by some
specifications. However» comparison of three connections (10 bolts at
3-1/2", 13 bolts at 2-5/8" and 13 bolts at 3-1/2") shows that unbut-
toning.of end fasteners depends upon the length of the joint and. not
on the number of bolts in line per se.
7 S 'f' . f . d i (13) . h h. pec~ ~cat~ons or r1vete construct on requ~re t at t e
.number of rivets be increased 1% for each 1/16" that the grip exceeds
5 diameters. Although bolts with grips up to 9 diameters were used in
these test specimens the tests indicated no need for a similar pro-
vision for high strength bolts.
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Friction-Type Joints
1. Bolts tightened by, the turn-of~nut method(lO) consistently had
tensions of approximately 1,30 times the prbof load of the bolt thus
i '. . (2,13)
easily meeting the requirements of specifications which call for
a minimum tension equal to the proof load,
2, No detrimental shear behavior of a connecti~n was experienced
because of this high initial tension in the bolts,
3, Joints with tight mill scale faying surfaces slipped into bearing
at-values of average shear stress in excess of working stresses for
friction-type connections, namely, Fv = 15 ksi for dead and live loads
. and,.Fv = 20 ksi for dead and live loads plus wind load(13) .
4, Joints with semi-polished faying surfaces obtained by removing
all mill scale with a power tool slipped at values of average shear
stress in excess of 15 ksi but less than 20 ksi.
5, These tests indicated Ks = 0,35 as a reasonable lower limit for
the coefficient of slip for tight mill scale faying surfaces for A7
steel and ~s = 0,20 as a lower limit for semi-polished surfaces with
mill scale removed.
6, These tests indicated that for connections with tight mill
scale surfaces and bolted by the turn-of-nut method the factor of safety
ii:
\
against slip under conditions of dead and live loads p1usowind loading
may. be expected to be about 1,37,
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n - 7/8" A325 Bolts per line
tgnp = 4t
115/16" Drilled Holes
J.. ,
...... -j I I:+TIj~ew~dt ," j I h ,:.;,;'.:, I
-<I)"" I..,. ,
(n-1)pitch = leng h 1 2 pliest = 2 or 4 plies ~t = or
r I ~ VIIII//U IIIIIIIA
-.;
..
'.
Pitch Length Width Grip Gage Shear Area Net Area
Mark n (in. ) (in. ) (in.) (in. ) Hole Dia. sq. in. sq. in. T:S
D-Serie~ - Part a (",';:ux(ie.i.·. Wi dth)
D31 3 3.50 7.00 5.84 4.00 3.11 7.21 7.93 1: 1.10
D41 4 3.50 10.50 7.16 4.00 3.82 9.62 10.58 1:1.10
D51 5 3.50 14.00 8.48 4.00 4.52 12.02 13.22 1:1.10
D61 6 3.50 17.50 9.80 4.00 5.23 14.42 15.86 1: 1.10 i
D71 7 3.50 21.00 11.13 4.00 5.93 16.83 18.51 1: 1.10
D81 8 3.50 24.50 12.45 4.00 6.63 19.23 21.15 1:1.10
D91 9 3.50 28.00 13.78 4.00 7.34 21.64 23.80 1 :1.10
D101 10 3.50 31.50 15.10 4.00 8.04 24.04 26.44 1: 1.10
D-Series - Part b (l,\,m:;:b.:i,cL 'c Grip)
D701 7 3.50 21.00 9.88 4.75 5\ 27 16.83 19.00 1:1.13
DB01 8 3.50 24.50 9.88' 5.25 5.27 19.23 21.00 1: 1.09
D901 9 3.50 28.00 9.88 6.00 5.27 21.64 24.00 1:1.11
DlOOJ 10 3.50 31. 50 9.88 6.75 5.27 24.04 27.00 1: 1.12
D-Ser;ies Part c f' .j' d' W' d h)- \;''':,3,::., ,e' '.". 1. t'
,
D10 10 3.50 31. 50 8.48 8.00 4.52 24.04 26.44 1 :1.10
D13A 13 2.63 31. 50 10.47 8.00 5.58 31.25 34.38 1: 1.10
;Db 13 3.50 42.00 10.47 8.00 5.58 31. 25 34.38 1:1.10
D16 16 3.50 ", .52.50 12.45 8.00 6.63 38.46 42.31 1:1.10
r:",. FIG. 1 NOMINAL DIMENSIONS OF BOLTED BUTT JOINTS
-Test No" of Static Yield P " t* ks:l Yield P . t* ksi Ulto 'fBnsile Strength, ksi•. o:ln~. ,O:Ul~"
---
Series Coupons Mean Std. Dev, MEan Std, Dev, Me,an StcL Dev,
Parts
a <& c 2.2 213,2 L35 30.0 1.,29 60,0 0,80
Pa:r.t b 16 33,6 1.11 3507 L94 64,3 LOB
--
PROPERTIES OF PLATE
Used Bolt Len.gth Direct Tensile
1
Torqued Tensile I Shear Streng i:h ,
in Lot .Head, Strength, kips Strength ~ kips 't 1., kaL
Joints Mark inche.s Mean Std, Deve Mean Std~ Dev. Me:an Std, Dev, R",marks
D31.°' D 505 56,9 0,55 5L1 I 0,77 85,3 on 2!l Rolled 'threadD101 ~
,
D701.'"
'I" U 605, 7,0 Si!,8 0,94 51,3 0.96 93.,2 2.01 2,25" Cut ihread~D1001 V~ W 7,5, 805 Same heat tre.ato
D1O- e 9.5 530 1+ 0,12 !~5.8 0,51 90,? 2,35 2,25" Rolled ThreadDl6
1.2-
L 3,5 .5502 0,97 L!9.2 1.10 83o~ L33 2" Rolled ThreadLlO I
PROPERTIES OF BOLTS
n - 7/8" A325 Bolts per line
115/16" Drilled
-
Holes
_. • I Wid~hI 1gage"=
-~b-i ···ll) lIT L. W·kith I
(n-l) pitch F'l,ength
Pitch Length Width qrip Gage Shear Area Net Area
Mark n (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) Hole Dia. sq. in. sq. in. T:S
~ 2· 3.50 3.50 5.84 2 3.11 2.40 3.96 1: 1. 65
L5 5 3.50 14.00 9.80 2 5.23 6.01 7.92 1: 1. 32
. L7 7 3.50 21.00 15.10 2 8.06 8.41 13.20 1:1.57
LlO 10 3.50 31.50 15.10 2 8.06 12.02 13.20 1: 1.10
FIG. 4 NOMINAL DIMENSIONS OF BOLTED LAP JOINTS
If//ift///44
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15/16 11 Drilled Holes
u--: width)-t!Ime=)---.----c ) .. _-( )-. Jfl:. wi th II
fenQ:th1
,.
(n-1) pitch = (I ee-
L--_)1--
2t
--d~====I======='i~==f~=======I==g=r1='p====4=t =======t
Pitch Length Width Grip Gage Shear Area Net Area
Mark n (in. ) (in.) (in. ) (in. ) Hole Dia. sq. in. sq. in. T:S
, DR71 7 3.50 21.0 8.48 4 4 .. 52 16.83 13.21 1:0.78
DIUP.l '10 3.50 31. 5 11.12 4 5.94 24.04 18.49 :1:0.77
. '
,.: ....
--DR1n );3 3.50 42.0 13.78 4 7.35 31.25 23.81 1:0.76
"
FIG. 5 NOMINAL DIMENSIONS OF RIVETED BUTT JOINTS
" • • j ....
See F:!.g. I for nominal dimensions
and pattern (If jo:f.nts
.BOLl'S
No, In Hne
No" of. 7/8 11 A325 Bolts
Nom:lnal shear. area ("" Actual)
PLATE
-Actual (measu:t'e.d) width
Actual (measured) thickness'
Act.ual gross area
Ac.t.ua1 net area
\UNITS
1.Do
in;
sq. in.
sq. in.
D31
3
6
7,21
5.83
1.984
11057
7 .85
7.16
2,000
l4.32
10.57
..
D51
5
10
12.02
8.47
1.996
16091
13.17
D61
6
12
11+,42
9,77
1,968
19" 23
15,54
D71
11.13
1.964
21.86
18.18
DBI
8
16
19.23
12.42
1.992
24.74
21.00
;1
D91
9
18
21,64
13,76
1.996
27.46
23.72
DI01
10
20
24.04
14099
1,986
29077
26.05
T/s RA~rIO (As / An)
Nominal
Ac.tual
1:1.10
l;1009
1.: 1.10
1:1.10
1:1.10
1:1.10
1:1.10
1:1.08
1:1.10
1; 1.08
1:1.10
1.: 1.09
1:1.10 1:1.10
1 : L 10 . 1 : 1. 08
WORKING U}Al) .
Fdct.ion ~rype Joint;, Fv ... 15 kst
Bearing Type Joint~ Fv ~ 21 ksi
SLIP I<OAD - -
Bolt shear. stress'
Avg, exto of bolts
Clamping force per bol t
sap coeffid.ent
TiPF: OF FAILURE
LOAD__AT FAILURE.
Bolt' shear st~e.ss
kips
kips
kips
ksf
:ttL
kips
kips
ksi.
108
159
176
24,4
,0249
49.0
0,299
plat""
514
71. .3
144
212
234
24,3
,0267
49<4
0.296
plate
690
71. 7
180
2M.
348
29,0
00324
1+909
00349
plate
216
317
338
23.4
00313
49.8
0,.283
plate
994
68.9
252
370
358
21.3
,0310
49.8
00257
all bolts
sheared
288
423
560
29.1
,0329
50,0
0.350
1. bolt
sheared
1282
66,7
325
1+76
405
1807
,03~8
50,4 /
0.223 I
1 bolt
sheared
1358
62,8
361
529
568
2306
,0381
50.5
0.281
1 bolt
sheared
1506
62.6
EI?"FICJ.ENCY.
----='--.'
gl d. "'''''''''.,..,. -.' 3.11 3.82 4.52 5.23
the:oret:lcal 67.8 73,8 77.9 80,8
Gross sectiol1 (actual) 74.7 79.5 83.8 87,2
Net section (actual) (110,0 107,7 107.6 107.9~---- --I-__----4- .--4- .L-__---l. ~ -'--__---=- "--__------"
rIG 6 TEST RESULTS BOLTED BU'l'T JOINTS
1,\
UNITS Dl01 D8C1 D901 DlOOi DIO D13A DB Dl6
See Fig, 1 .EOI' lilomlnal di.mensio!!s I
and patt~:rn of joints I
BOLTS ,
N'{.l, in IlJrJ.c 7 .8 9 10 10 1.3 13 16
No, of 7/8 n A.'325 Bolts 14 16 18 20 20 26 26 32-
Nominal shear area ( =Act.ual) sqo in. 16e83 19023 21.64 24,04 24,04 31.25 31,25 38.46
PLATE
Actual ~mea5ured) width in. 9,863 9,878 9,875 9,869 8,462 10 ,4.59 10,463 12,40
Actual (meas urad) thi.ckness ino 2.410 2.632 3.04 .3.354 3.984 3,984 3., 98t~ :L984
Actual gross area sq, lno 230.11 26000 30.02 33,10 33,71 ,41.61 41,68 49,40
Actual D.et. ~rea sq, :ttL 19.25 21.06 2'.4.32 26.81 26,,24 34.20 34021 41,93
G.dp (nominal) in, 4.75 5.25 6000 6,75 8.00 8..00 8,,00 8,00
ITis RA'l'IO (AsiAn)
Nominal 1:1013 1:1-09 1:L11 1:L12 1:1.10 l:LlO 1:1.10 I 1.:LlOI
Actual 1:1014 1:1010 1: 1.0 12. 1:1.12 1:L09 1:1.09 1~L09 I1:1.09 II
IWORKING LOADFriedon. Type Joint., Fv "" 15 'ks! ki.ps 252. 288 .325 361 361 469 ,~69 577 I
Bear:Lng ~ryp~ Joint:; Fv ::: t'~ 'T ksl kips 370 423 476 529 529 688 688 846 I
,~,c.~
SLIP L-OAD kips no 610 865 1010 900 792 960 "'Irr.f..Oj.", I" ,Bult sh.e.ar .s trc.f>.S ksi 42,8 31. 7 40,0 42,0 3704 25,3 30. ? 32.3
A'lg, ext. of bolts in." <O!~O6 0054·9 ,0413 ,,0595 ,0162 I~ 0 70Zj ,076. 7 <06111Claruplng :fo:n:::e per bolt klps 45,S 48,0 46.5 48,5 45,8 45,3 ! l~5, 9 45,0
Sl:tp coeffid,e:n.t 0,565 0,397 0,517 0.521. 00 1;91 O•.'J.36 o,'+O~ O,,~31
I
TIfPE to'" FAILURE :2 bolts 1 bQlt 1 bol.t :2 bolts 1 bolt 1 belt 1 bGlt: I 1 baLtI
sh~a:r'('\d shea.red sheared sheared sheared she,stred I sh~ared I she2redI I I
LOAD AT FAILU'.R.E, kips 1213 1313 11+97 1667 1.988 I
,
i I 15/+4 1.8.54 ~08.5~Bolt shear stress ksi ...... 1) ., 68.3 6902 69,3 64.2 63,6 ')9 .., .5,4-" :2!-:,. ~ .L ..~ . ,,'-) I
FIG, 7 TEST RESULTS - BOLTED BUT'! JOINl'S
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FIG. I I -SAWED SECTION-JOINT DR71
;I UNIl'S L2 L.5 L7 LlO
See Fig. 4 for nominal dimensions
and pattern of joints
BOLTS
No, in line 2. 5 .7 10
No" of 7/8" A325 Bo1its 4 10 14 20
Nominal shear area ( := Actual.) sq. in, 2.40 6.01 8.41 12002
(;
PLATE
Actual (measured) width
Actual (measured) thickness
Actual gross area
Actual net area
Tis RATIO (AsiAn)
Nominal
Actual
in.
sq. :hL
s'lll.. illL
5.80
0,993
5.16
3,88
1:1,65
1:1,62
9.79
0.984
9,63
1.15
1:1,32
1:1.29
15.02
0,993
14,92
13,04
1:1.57
1:1.55
15.00
0.993
14.90
13.02
1:1. 10
1:1.08
t'
~JORKING LOAD
-
- ,
F:I'i.ction Type Joint» Fv := 15 ksi kips 36 90 126 180
Bearing Type Joint~ Fv = 22 ksi kips 53 132 185 264
SLI.P LOAD kips 62 107 195 350
Bolt shear stress ks:!.. 25,8 17,,8 2302' 29.1
Avg. ext. 'of bolts in, ,0428 00409 ,Ol~45 ,0435
Clamping force per bolt kips 48,6 48,4 ' 48,1 48,6
Slip coefficient ,319 .221 ,286 ,360
TYPE OF FAILURE all bol ts 1 bolt all, bolt.s 1 bolt
sheared sheared sheare.d sheared
LOAD, AT :FAILURE k1ps 191 ~ 640 748Bolt shear stress ksi 82.1 76,1 62,2\ 74.2
FIG, 12. IES'f RESULTS .~ EOL1'ED LAP JOIN1S
See Figo 5 for nominal dimensions
and pattern of joInts
I
UNITS DR 71 D&101 DR131
('
RIVETS
No. in line
No. of 1/8 1• A141 rivets
Nomlnal shear area (= Actual)
PLATF;
Actual (measured) width
Actual (measured) thickness
Actual gross area
Actual net area
Tis RATIO (As!An)
Nom:i.na1
Actual
WORKING LOAD
Bearing Type Joint» Fv~ 15 ks!
SLIP LOAD
Rivet shear stress
Tension~ net section
TYPE OF FAILURE
.LOAD AT. FAILURE
Rivet shear stress
Tension, net section
sq. in.
:hL
in.
sq. in.
sq. in.
kips
.K:Lps
ks!
ksi
kips
ksi
ksi
7
14
16.83
8.47
1.00
16.93
13.18
1 ~O. 78
1:0.78
252
44·4
26,4
3306
rivet
738
43.9
55.9
11.11
LOO
22.22
18.4·]
1:0.77
1:0.71
361
518
21.6
28:0
rivet
942
3902
51..0
13
26
31,2.5
13.79
l.00
2'7.48
2J.73
1:0.76
1:0,76
830
26.6
34.9
rivet
12.16
38.9
51.0
FIC. 1j l'ES'I RESULTS ,- RIVETED ~m'T JOINTS
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FIG. 15 COMPARISON OF ULTIMATE AND
WORKING SHEAR STRESS
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FIG. 16 SLIP RESISTANCE OF BOLTED JOINTS
TIGHTENED BY TURN-OF-NUT METHOD
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FIG. 17 FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST SLIP
DEAD AND LIVE LOAD, Fv = 15 KSI
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FIGo 18 FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST -SLIP
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